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Introduction
Increased computational resources and advances in technology are allowing
cloud permitting modeling to regional and global scales.
The interaction between cloud systems and the environment can be explicitly
simulated and directly compared with observations.
In this study we examine the environmental conditions that lead to
transitions from shallow-to-deep convection in the initiation and eastward
propagation of MJO using a regional CPM and AMIE/DYNAMO observations.
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Question
What are the comparative roles of moistening by local shallow
convection and large-scale circulations in the transitions from
shallow to deep convection in the initiation and propagation of
MJO?
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The AMIE/DYNAMO Field Campaign

US-DOE AMF2

NCAR S-Pol Radar

KaZR radar, lidar and
8/day soundings.

10 cm wavelength
Max range 150 km

Indian Ocean
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Composite of Moisture and Clouds at Addu Atoll

Specific humidity profile anomalies from the soundings (g/kg) composited with respect
to the time of the detection of each cloud type by the radars.
The shallow, congestus clouds leave moist lower and mid troposphere in their
wake.
Deep convection is preceded by moist mid-troposphere and leaves moist
tropospheric column behind.
But whether the moistening by the shallower clouds is a necessary or sufficient
condition is not clear from these observations, moistening by local convection <
1g/kg.
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WRF Model and simulation set-up
A two month long simulation at 3km grid spacing.
ERA-Interim surface, initial and boundary condition, Initialized
only once.
Boundary conditions updated every 6 hours.
A revised Morrison microphysics scheme is used.

Simulation domain over the tropical Indian Ocean
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Simulation of the two MJO episodes
Precipitation
averaged between
5oS and 5oN.

The model captures the two MJO episodes fairly well.
Precipitation over eastern Indian Ocean is overestimated.
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Evaluation of cloud characteristics
Averaged convective cell reflectivity
at 2.5 km height as a function of
cell area and mean cell echo-top
height.
Joint PDF of convective cell radius
and mean cell echo-top height. P
represents the slope of the fit line,
i.e., het = (Req)P .

Larger clouds are
deeper and rain more.
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Identification of Convective Transitions in Model
Individual convective clusters are tracked using simulated reflectivity
throughout their lifetime.
Definition: Systems whose initial 10dBZ echo-top height is below 6 km
are defined as:
Transitioning: when they deepen to above 6km deep for at least 3
hours.
Non-transitioning: otherwise.
2026 transitioning systems and 2553 Non-transitioning systems are identified.
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Spatio-temporal distributions of the transitions

Evolution of echo-top heights for the
tracked convective clusters

These transitions are associated with
both initiation and propagation of the
MJO episodes.
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Rain rate (mm/hour) averaged between 5S
and 5N (left) and 50E and 92E (right).
Location of Transitioning systems (green dots).
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Roles of environmental variables in the transitions
The environmental conditions six hours before transition are considered at two
scales. Large-scale 200kmx200km box. Convection scale 20kmx20km box

The 4600 transitioning and non-transitioning systems are sorted
in the increasing magnitude of the variable of interest at every
one of the 40 vertical levels.
They are partitioned into 23 bins each containing 200 convective
cells from which the probability of transition for each bin is
defined as

The sensitivity of the probability of transition to variations in the
variable of interest is then calculated as
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At what scale and what level is moisture best predictor of
transition?
Top: (left) Specific humidity (g/kg)
averaged over 200 km x 200 km
box centered at the location
where a cell is detected.
(righconvective t) The
corresponding fraction of
transitioning cells for each bin.
Bottom: Same as Figure 7a but for
specific humidity anomalies
averaged over 20 km x 20 km box.

Large-scale mean specific humidity at about 4 km level six hours ahead is a good
predictor of transition.
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At what scale and what level is vertical velocity best
predictor of transition?
Same as in Figure 7, except
for vertical velocity

Large-scale mean vertical velocity at about 6.5 km level six hours ahead is a
good predictor of transition.
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Effects of advection on the frequency of transitions

Large-scale advection terms (g/kg day) at 4 km
level averaged over the 2 days leading
up to the detection of the convective cells in
the bins in Figure 7a. The corresponding
specific humidity and probability of transition
are shown on the x-axis.

Large-scale vertical advection of moisture and the decline of meridional
advection of dry air contribute most to the moistening at 4km level and
increase the probability of transitions.
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Summary
Large-scale vertical advection and decline in the meridional advection of
dry air at mid-levels are found to play a primary role.
Cloud permitting modeling and capability to track cloud systems through
their lifecycle enables explicit studies of multi-scale interactions.
Evaluation of cloud permitting models will likely require a different
(more stringent) set of metrics.
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